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Cutting Edge Information Revealed!Bobby has gone deep into areas never before covered in

handicapping and money management. A must read for those who want to make money playing the

ponies.
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I am writing this review as I am coming back to buy a hard copy of this book. I recently bought the

kindle version for my iPhone and found out that certain pages and diagrams were not displaying

correctly, or in a comprehensible manner. I can not verify the ability of larger tablets and/or

dedicated e-readers to display this information correctly, but I would not recommend getting it for

sole iPhone use.Being totally confused with what I was trying to learn, I reached out to the author to

seek clarification (he invites the reader several times to feel free to contact him). I received almost

immediate attention, along with clear diagrams that then made perfect sense. Bobby was very

friendly and helpful. He sent the information that I could not read, as well as an example of his own

worksheet from a recent event. This allowed me to download my own pp from that day to see what



he was reading, and how he was "reading" it.I am new to horse racing/handicapping with zero

background, and have no one to help explain where to start or what to do. I have studied the

standard instructional pdf's from the tracks and major news websites. Armed with that info, I had

been betting small and paper betting, trying to figure what I am looking at, how to translate, rank,

and remember it. Let alone act on it with proper betting.. To try and learn more, I grabbed a how-to

title at the book store, and downloaded several e-books. While all these books had good information

in them(some of it a bit over my head at this point), I still felt like I was missing something as I

dabbled (enthusiastically, but with negative results) with the races at my local track.Trifecta was the

last title I read of the original 3 I downloaded. Turns out this book was exactly what I needed.

Packed with valuable information, not only did it lay out important angles I should look for while

reading past performances. It also gave me an incredibly efficient framework to lay out and notate

all of this information on paper. Thus making it much easier for me to see visually, sort, and

remember the better horses I was picking. This framework is infinitely flexible and I have even

adjusted things to suit the way i read, and how I want to see the info. Just after the first day of using

this technique, I felt much more confident in my choices, and do a lot less scrambling right before

the race. Also, as I am re-reading and learning more from other sources, I can still incorporate that

info into this framework as I go.I also liked the sections on money management, betting is a

business, and the various mental sides/approaches to horse racing. I felt it was perfect information

to set a beginner on the right path, as a lot was written to help correct many of the negative habits

that plague most race fans. It's all wrapped up in a day at the races, where Bobby uses a particular

day with his buddy, to help illustrate all the points he makes throughout his book. I think he did that

wonderfully. I enjoyed his light and fun style of writing. It was easy to read, and to stay focused. It

also got across valuable, and specific information at the same time.I really enjoyed reading this

book(read 3 times so far), and feel i have benefit the most from it so far. It has helped me create a

solid foundation that I can now build upon. This is going to be the first book I pass on to any of my

friends looking to learn about betting the horses. Thank you Bobby!

This was a terrible purchase - the book is insulting to true students of handicapping, with the writer's

personal commentary that is laughably inadequate. Not to mention the teenage "jokes" that end

each chapter. I felt insulted and hoodwinked. The worst $12 I ever spent on .

AFTER READING THIS BOOK, I FEEL LIKE I JUST FLUSHED 12 BUCKS DOWN THE TOILET.

WITHOUT A DOUBT THE WORST PIECE OF GARBAGE EVER PUBLISHED.ON HORSE RACE



HANDICAPPING.. IF IT WAS'NT FOR THE LARGE GAPS BETWEEN PARAGRAPHS, ,IT

PROBABLY WOULD BE A 50 PAGE PAMPHLET.

I thought this book was short sweet and to the point. By no means do I think it should be used as a

handicapping bible. "Trifecta", along with most other handicapping books I've purchase on , seems

available for the sole purpose of insight, as to how the established professional wager's. It is current

with most of the programs & websites, us modern handicappers use, such as brisnet. If you are a

beginning handicapper, Bobby Zen gives great advice as to how to manage your money(probably

the important aspect of parimutuel wagering). If you are a tenured, old time handicapper who has

not adapted to modern methods of handicapping, you will not understand the applications that are

referred to.

I read this book cover-to-cover in one sitting!! Yes, it is a quick read but a lot of very useful

information for a beginner, intermediate, or advanced handicapper. Depending on your level of

expertise, you can use the information and methodologies in the book to sharpen your handicapping

game. Bobby is also very interested in engaging with his readers, and answering any questions they

may have, to help them along, always a very nice touch. Well done, Highly Reccomend!

This is not even a book, I've been playing horses for YEARS and have read good and bad. And this

is BAD.Just short chapters of random information you can get for free online that does nothing other

than to very briefly explain what a few terms mean, If you think this book illustrates anyway to pick a

horse (winner or loser) you will be sadly mistaken.Avoid.

Perfect for the beginner or as a refresher looking to refine their skills. Very easy read and Bobby is

extremely fast as responding with answers to questions. Glad I bought this finally, and his jokes

aren't half bad either......

I don't need psycholigical help, I want handicapping systems. Too much BS about positive thinking

and the psychology get in the way of underwhelming handicapping information.
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